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Results & Conclusion
• We analyze the parallelizability of our simulator and uniter modules.
• Simulator Parallelization

○ Each of the sub-circuits shown in Figure 1 (and minor variants thereof) may be simulated in parallel as independent tasks 
on different nodes; the total number of independent tasks (“simulator processes”) is shown in Figure 4.

○ Figure 5 shows the effectiveness of thread-level parallelization for each independent task.
• Uniter Parallelization

○ Figure 3 shows the two-level parallelization that we are able to exploit in the uniter, and Figure 4 shows how the number 
of these parallel processes (“uniter processes”) scales with the number of cuts made to the original circuit.

Future Work
• Analyze the effect of hardware noise on parallel simulation of sub-circuits.
• Explore the memory and parallel runtime tradeoff between cutting styles:

○ Many small sub-circuits, or
○ A few larger sub-circuits

• Investigate different methods for uniting the sub-circuit simulation results.
○ A method which “samples” from the original circuit distribution would have a much faster runtime than the current full 

reconstruction that takes place in the uniter.
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Methodology
We have developed a circuit cutting software tool consisting of 4 modules.
Goal: Simulate the output of a large N qubit quantum circuit by executing multiple 
sub-circuits with size n < N.
1. Circuit Generator (serial): Selecting a qubit number N and layer depth d, 

output a hardware-efficient ansatz (HWEA) circuit shown in Figure 1.
2. Cutter (parallel): Use a Monte-Carlo variant of Karger’s MIN-CUT algorithm to 

locate and cut the large circuit into multiple sub-circuits.
3. Simulator (parallel): Select a specific backend and execute the sub-circuits in 

parallel.
4. Uniter (parallel): Classical post-processing on the sub-circuit simulation results 

to reconstruct the output of the original quantum circuit (see Figure 3).

Abstract
We present a parallelization scheme for classical simulations of quantum circuits. 
Our scheme is based on a recent method to ``cut'' large quantum circuits into 
smaller sub-circuits that can be simulated independently, and whose simulation 
results can in turn be re-combined to infer the output of the original circuit. The 
exponentially smaller classical computing resources needed to simulate smaller 
circuits are counterbalanced by exponential overhead in terms of classical 
post-processing costs. We discuss how this overhead can be massively parallelized 
to reduce classical computing costs.

Introduction
• We are interested in simulating quantum circuits with resource requirements that 

exceed the capabilities of state-of-the-art classical simulators.
• Using a recently proposed method for “cutting” quantum circuits [1]:

○ We can cut a large quantum circuit into many smaller sub-circuits.
○ These sub-circuits are small enough to be simulated individually.
○ Post-processing on the simulation results of the sub-circuits will reproduce the 

output of the original circuit.
• However, this method incurs an exponentially large amount of classical overhead.

○ We show that this overhead displays both data and thread level parallelism that 
we can exploit using MPI and OpenMP.
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